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Questions

1. What is the past tense of ‘cut’?

 

a. Cut

b. Cutted

c. Cuted

d. Cuts

2. Which of the following statements is incorrect?

a. I stay in India

b. I am standing at the Gateway of India

c. I am eating

d. I am being cooking

3. Which is the best reply to the following question - 

How are you feeling now?

a. I am great!

b. I am feeling better now.

c. Now I am good.

d. I am good.

4. When you meet someone for the first time, how would you ask them their name?

a. What is your name?

b. What is your good name?

c. Who are you?

d. What your name is?

5. There are _____ pens in the pen holder

 

a. Many 

b. Very

c. Much

d. Extremely

6. The cat is sitting ___ the bench

 

a. in

b. out

c. on 

d. inside

7. Choose the correct statement -

a. A man is washes his hands.

b. A man is washed his hands

c. A man is wash his hands.

d.  A man is washing his hands.
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8. You hear a loud sound of glass breaking. What will your reaction to this be?

 

a. Oops!

b. Hey!

c. Huh!

d. Dear!

9. Neha: What’s the time Priya?

Priya: It’s almost ______ 

 

a. Ten fifteen

b. Quarter to ten

c. Ten forty five

d. Ten forty four

10. They ____ all smiles when they walked in the door.

 

a. were

b. are

c. is
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Answer Key:

1. What is the past tense of ‘cut’?

 

Correct Answer(s):

a. 

Cut

Explanation:

-          Cut – Correct

-          Cutted – Incorrect

-          Cuted – Incorrect

-          Cuts – Incorrect (‘Cuts’ is the present tense of cut, it is used for third person singular)

2. Which of the following statements is incorrect?

Correct Answer(s):

d. 

I am being cooking

Explanation:

-          I stay in India. – Correct

-          I am standing at the Gateway of India- Correct

-          I am eating- Correct

-          I am being cooking. – Incorrect (‘being’ is a state of existence, cooking is an action- I am cooking, is a
correct statement)

3. Which is the best reply to the following question - 

How are you feeling now?

Correct Answer(s):

b. 

I am feeling better now.

Explanation:

-          I am great! – Incorrect (This is usually the response to “How are you?”)

-          I am feeling better now. – Correct (‘Better’ is a state of how a person feels)
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-          Now I am good. – Incorrect (The sentence formation should be – ‘I am good now.’ However, it is not an
answer to this question.)

-         I am good. – Incorrect (‘I am good’ is an answer to “How are you?”)

4. When you meet someone for the first time, how would you ask them their name?

Correct Answer(s):

a. 

What is your name?

Explanation:

-          What is your name? - Correct (‘What’ is the question word, that we use to ask names, ‘is’ is used for a
singular noun and ‘your’ is the pronoun for the 2nd person.)

-          What is your good name? - Incorrect (‘Good name’ is the direct translation of ‘shubh naam’ in Hindi.)

-          Who are you? – Incorrect (‘Who are you?’ is asked to usually know about someone’s identity.)

-          What your name is? – Incorrect (‘What your name is’ is an independent clause and not a question)

5. There are _____ pens in the pen holder

 

Correct Answer(s):

a. 

Many 

Explanation:

-          Many – Correct (‘Many’ is used to describe people or things that are more in number)

-          Very – Incorrect (‘Very’ is used for feelings or to emphasise things)

-          Much – Incorrect (‘Much’ is used for uncountable nouns, pens can be counted, so we can’t use ‘much’)

-          Extremely – Incorrect (‘Extremely’ is a synonym of very and can be used for feelings or to emphasise
things)

6. The cat is sitting ___ the bench

 

Correct Answer(s):

c. 

on 

Explanation:
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-          In – Incorrect (‘In’ is used to describe when someone or something is surrounded by all sides from
something)

-          Out – Incorrect (‘Out’ is used to describe when someone or something is not surrounded by anything)

-          On – Correct (‘On’ is used to describe when someone or something is sitting or kept over something)

-          Inside – Incorrect (‘Inside’ is used as a synonym of ‘In’ to put more emphasis on the situation of someone
or something)

7. Choose the correct statement -

Correct Answer(s):

d. 

 A man is washing his hands.

Explanation:

-          A man is washes his hands. – Incorrect (‘washes’ is used for third person pronouns like ‘he’, ‘she’, ‘it’)

-          A man washed his hands. – Incorrect (‘washed’ is past tense, he is washing)

-          A man is wash his hands. – Incorrect (‘wash’ is used for first and second person or third person plural, like
‘I’, ‘you’, ‘we’, ‘they’)

-          A man is washing his hands. – Correct (‘washing’ is present continuous tense)

8. You hear a loud sound of glass breaking. What will your reaction to this be?

 

Correct Answer(s):

a. 

Oops!

Explanation:

-          Oops! – Correct (‘Oops’ is used to show surprise for something that went wrong)

-          Hey! – Incorrect (‘Hey’ is used to express enthusiasm on meeting someone)

-          Huh! – Incorrect (‘Huh’ is used when someone fails to understand something, it can be used instead of
‘Pardon me’)

-          Dear! – Incorrect (‘Dear’ is used to express a feeling of sorry)

9. Neha: What’s the time Priya?

Priya: It’s almost ______ 
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Correct Answer(s):

b. 

Quarter to ten

Explanation:

  -        Ten fifteen  – Incorrect (Quarter past ten would be better )

-          Quarter to ten – Correct (Almost 15 minutes to go)

-          Ten, forty-five – Incorrect (It’s incorrect because Priya said that it was almost… )

-          Ten, forty-four- Incorrect (It’s incorrect because Priya said that it was almost… )

10. They ____ all smiles when they walked in the door.

 

Correct Answer(s):

a. 

were

Explanation:

The sentence is in past tense and "they" is a plural so "were" is the correct choice
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